New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Superman/Shazam The Return of Black Adam Make your stand against evil
with this exciting Collection of 4 DC Showcase Animated Shorts starring
favorite DC Comics super heroes! Chosen the world's protector against the
Seven Deadly Enemies of Man - pride, envy, greed, hatred, selfishness,
laziness and injustice - young Billy Batson accepts his destiny as Captain
Marvel. Battling alongside Superman against nefarious Black Adam, Billy
soon discovers the challenge super heroes ultimately face: is it revenge or
justice? For bounty hunter Jonah Hex and hard-boiled cop turned vengeance
ghost The Spectre, getting their hands dirty is part of the job - maybe even the
fun part. But Superman, Green Arrow and Black Canary follow an internal
moral code to guide their actions. They know it's easy to get lost in the
darkness of the fight, especially when villains like Merlyn the Magnificent and
Count Vertigo place no value on human life. Warner
The Special Relationship Writer and producers of Frost/Nixon and The Queen
comes a powerful new look at the human side of iconic world leaders. In 1993,
Tony Blair was a rising young star in British politics. Three years later he ran
for Prime Minister – and began a “special relationship” with U.S. President
Bill Clinton that endured through triumph, conflict and personal scandal. HBO
Films presents Michael Sheen, Golden Globe® nominee Dennis Quaid,
Emmy® and Golden Globe nominee Hope Davis, and Helen McCrory in the
behind-the-scenes story of two world leaders who forged a loyal, if
tempestuous, friendship out of the crucible of political necessity: The Special
Relationship. HBO
A Dog Year A writer in the midst of an existential crisis finds his life
transformed after adopting an abused border collie in this emotionally
uplifting comedy. Based on author Jon Katz's best-selling memoir of the same
name, A Dog Year opens to find the writer at an emotionally precarious stage
in his life. The proud owner of two laid back Labrador Retrievers, Jon
(Bridges) finds his staid existence shaken up as the twitchy new companion
proves much more than a handful. Later, as Jon struggles to overcome a bad
case of writer's block, his daughter Emma (Lauren Ambrose) returns home
from college for a visit, and him know exactly how much she disapproves of
his current living conditions. Finally inspired to make a change for the better,
Jon relocates to a quiet farmhouse and seeks out the help of a compassionate
dog trainer (Lois Smith), whose patience and insight help to improve not only
the condition the traumatized dog, but the outlook of its troubled owner as
well. HBO
Lennon Naked Christopher Eccleston (Doctor Who, Heroes) stars as one of
the most enduring and enigmatic figures of the 20th Century, John Lennon, in
this riveting drama. One quarter of "The Fab Four," peace activist, visual
artist, and author, John Lennon was a man whose personal life was never short
on drama, intrigue and eventually, conspiracy. Thirty years after his death,
Lennon Naked presents an inside look at the hugely popular musician as he
moved from a Beatle to an icon. It covers a period of wildly fluctuating
fortunes from 1964 to 1971, a time of worldwide adulation at one extreme but
a combination of frustration and despair at the other. From the death of
father-figure and manager Brian Epstein, his break-up with first wife Cynthia
and his fascinating love affair with Yoko Ono, through to his spiraling drug
use and decision to leave England for New York, this is the story of an artist
destroying everything to find himself. BBC / Warner
I AM This modern-day morality tale set in Los Angeles follows 10 wayward
souls -- from an heiress to a journalist, a lawyer to a detective -- who each
break one of the Ten Commandments and are thrown into spiritual confusion
when their lives fall apart. As the solitary Angelenos become mired in conflict,
a figure known only as X (Tomas Boykin) appears bringing helpful counsel,
and gradually the strangers find their paths crossing in unexpected ways. Fox
Crime, Inc. History's Famed Offenders his thrilling 13-part series ranges from
the extreme and chilling (Jack the Ripper, Columbine School Massacre) to the
outlandish and outrageous (celebrity DUI and shoplifting scandals).
Informative, interesting and sometimes a little scary, Crime Inc. exposes
famous felonies and the criminal minds behind them. Features in-depth
accounts of historically significant criminal activity including: Watergate, Al
Capone, The Black Dahlia, Ted Bundy, O.J. Simpson and much, much more!
Episode 01 - The Attempted Assassination of Ronald Reagan, Bonnie &
Clyde, Martha Stewart, The Killing Fields, Terrorist Sea Suicide Bombing,
Sophia Loren. Episode 02 - The Yorkshire Ripper, George Harrison
Assassination Attempt, Heaven's Gate, George Best, Fatty Arbuckle, The
Sharpeville Massacre and Gangster's Pantheon. Episode 03 - Moors Murders,
Watergate Scandal, O.J.Simpson trial, Sara Thornton Trial and Jack The
Ripper. Episode 04 - The Profumo Affair, Phil Spector, Beirut Barracks
Bombings, Lil' Kim and Thomas Ince. Episode 05 - Charles Lindbergh
Kidnapping, Boy George, John F. Kennedy, Snoop Dogg, Anthrax Attack and
Lizzie Borden. Episode 06 - The Great Train Robbery, Brighton Bombers,
Christian Slater, Tiananmen Square and Al Capone. Episode 07 - The Black
Dahlia, Oklahoma Bombing, Sorbonne Riots, Black September, Naomi
Campbell and Mersey Gang War. Episode 08 - Princes In The Tower,
September 11 Attacks, U-2 Spy Plane Capture, Jockey Tax Evasion and
Cricket Coach Mystery. Episode 09 - Roman Polanski, Srebrenica Massacre,
Ronnie Biggs, Colin Stagg and Russell Crowe. Episode 10 - Bopal Gas Leak,
Gary Glitter, Assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr, Wife Revenge, Ward
4 Killings and Drug Smuggler's Execution. Episode 11 - Soviet Union Serial
Killers, Queen of Mean, Mardi Gra Bomber, Computer Crime, Ted Bundy and
Courtney Love. Episode 12 - Notorious Nanny, Fashion Felon, House of
Horrors, Crime Fighters, Malaysian Weapons Heist and Art Heist. Episode 13
- Millennium Dome Heist, Drug Smuggling, Mike Tyson, London Bombings,
The Drummond Murders, Tehran civil protest and Curse of the Kennedys.
Mill Creek
Rust A man of lost faith in a midlife crisis finds hope where he least expects it
his hometown. James Moore (Golden Globe nominee Corbin Bernsen) is a
former pastor who returns home to discover a family new to the area has been
killed in a mysterious fire, and his childhood friend is implicated in the
murder. Convinced of his friend's innocence, James sets out on a mission to
find the truth...and in the process, rediscovers his own lost faith. An uplifting
drama about faith, family, and the powerful ties that bind a community
together. Sony

